
Aucuro Dynamic Shower Holder



REGAIN YOUR SHOWERING INDEPENDENCE!

When you shower with a conventional fixed shower head in a seated position, you lose 
your ability to move in and out of the flow and holding up a hand-held shower head for 
long periods can be tiring.

A REVOLUTION IN SIT-DOWN SHOWERING! 

Aucuro's Dynamic Shower Holder is a dedicated Patent Pending design, that provides 
handsfree full body showering in a seated position. 



HOW IT WORKS

It works by moving a hand-held shower 
head via a telescopic arm, allowing you to 
pivot or extend the shower head wherever 
you need it, providing a relaxing showering
experience.



BENEFITS: 

Handsfree sit down showering - Hand-held shower heads are great, however they 

force you to wash yourself one handed, making the process unpleasant, ineffective 

and slow. Lathering up out of the water stream gives you more time to wash yourself-  

With Aucuro’s Dynamic Shower Holder, simply re-position the flow by pivoting or 

extending the telescopic holder, where you need it, when you need it.

Showering Independence - Juggling a hand-held shower can be tiring and often 

leads to people requiring a carer - Aucuro provides an effortless method of moving 

the shower head around eliminating or reducing the need for assistance.

Relaxing Experience - Most importantly it provides you with an enjoyable sit-down 

showering experience.

Carer Assist - Reduces back and shoulder strain – In a nursing home, where staff are 

showering multiple people, it can be tiring holding hand-held shower heads, 

Aucuro’s dynamic shower holder makes showering multiple people less tiring and 

more efficient.

Hand-held use - The shower head can be removed from the holder for conventional 

hand-held use.

Fast Showering - When you’re in a rush - Aucuro’s Dynamic Shower Holder is the 

most efficient way to shower sitting down.

Effortless Installation - Clamps to any existing 32mm (1 ¼ inch) diameter vertical 

grab rail. You can attach your existing hand-held shower head and hose.

Compatible with standard overhead holders - The shower head can be inserted into 

any standard shower holder for  standing users.

Premium Materials - Made from aircraft grade aluminium, for maximum strength in 

demanding environments. All plastic components are machined from advanced 

engineering grade polymers for ultimate sliding performance. The whole device 

can be immersed and washed in water with mild detergent.



Carer Assist - Reduces back and shoulder 
strain - In a nursing home where staff are 
showering multiple people, it can be tiring 
holding hand-held shower heads, Aucuro’s 
dynamic shower holder makes showering 
multiple people less tiring and more 
efficient.

PROFESSIONAL 
CARE FACILITIES
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Handle
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 Grab Rail 32mm  
 (1 ¼ Inch)  

(Not Included)  

Dynamic 
Telescopic Arm

FEATURES:

Dynamic Telescopic Arm - Pivots and extends to where 
you need it.
Safety Adapter - Locks shower head to the dynamic 
holder.
Height Adjustable Clamp - Adjusts up and down the 
grab rail for different height people.
Handle - Allows you to  easily move the telescopic arm.
Accessories - You can use your existing shower head, hose 
and grab rail, these items are not included.



HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE

Height adjustable clamping system attaches 
to any standard 32mm (1¼ Inch) diameter 
vertical grab rail.



SAFETY ADAPTER

The safety adapter locks the shower head to 
the holder preventing it from accidentally 
falling during use.

For hand-held conventional use you can 
remove it by pressing the red release button.



SAFETY ADAPTER FITMENT

The safety adapter simply screws to any 
standard shower head and hose.



SAFETY CHILD LOCK

Push pin locks the plunger onto grab rail if 
the clamping knob is accidentally removed, 
preventing the device from falling off.

Plunger

Child Lock Pin - Locks 
plunger in place if 

clamp knob is removed

Clamp Knob



ADAPTER FITS INTO ANY 
STANDARD RAIL HOLDER

For family members who stand to shower,
the shower head can attach to any standard 
rail holder.



www.aucuro.com

For operation and installation videos or to make a 
purchase - Please visit our website:

Enjoy a hands-free sit down shower everyday!


